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Fresh dressed movie guide

Given the demand for today's latest It label and status accessories, and the constant push by the media toward the next must-have purchase, a film that approaches clothing from a timeless point of view is a welcome relief from the grueling cycle of trends that fuel the fashion industry. Fresh Dressed, a documentary exploring the hip-hop effects of fashion,
abandons today's frequently asked question Who Are You Wearing? and instead compellingly examines what we wear. Directed by Sacha Jenkins, the film is as rhythmic and hypnotic as the old-school hip-hop-heavy soundtrack that supports it. In their high-profile interviews with Nas, Kanye West and Sean Combs, as well as street wear clothing pioneers
Carl Jones, co-founder of Cross Colours, and Daymond John, co-founder of FUBU, the film is as entertaining as it is educational. Its consistent pulse and strong historical arc should keep even nonfashion fans engaged throughout the 83 minutes. Starting with the importance of Sunday's best clothes during the slavery era, the presence of street gangs in the
Bronx and the rise of rap and hip-hop music, which arguably remains the strongest influence of current fashion given the ubiquitous crisp white, sneaker-clad legs, the film captures the stories behind how fashion - from the latest sneakers to the popularity of Ralph Lauren and Louis Vuitton - within African-American culture came. Someone told me your
clothes were your wings, says rapper Nas Freshclothes. So you know, if you want to fly, you're going to put on something nice. ... If we put it on, it's a different story. We're taking it to the next level. This next level, whether a crusty toe of Adidas with starchy laces or a custom made Gucci logo jacket by Harlem haute couturier Dapper Dan, was due to create a
unique and fresh image that reflected the free-flowing sound of hip-hop and acted as an expression of urban life. Fresh Dressed is a refreshing and thoroughly inclusive reminder that the most enduring and interesting fashion is not just about clothes, but more about people wearing it, where they've been and where they want to be go.calendar@latimes.com
Continue reading the main storyB-guys in Brooklyn in the early 1980s to show off their fashion choices in the scene of the new documentary Fresh Dressed. Credit... Jamel Shabazz/CNN Films via Samuel Goldwyn FilmsFresh DressedNYT Critic PickDirected Sacha JenkinsDocumentary, History, Music, NewsNot Rated1h 30m From the outset, hip-hop
fashion has been about towing war relatability and aspiration. At the beginning of the new documentary Fresh Dressed, DMC run-DMC says its group street influenced style, Dew in this way lets them know, Oh, he's like me. It was the mid-1980s, though, less than a decade into the hip-hop commercial period, and already this narrative was coming undone.
Run-DMC was at the forefront of brand-driven consumerism in hip-hop, which become the centre of the genre over the years. Fresh Dressed is the first documentary to tell that story, cramming a lot of history into a small space. Starting at the beginning of a gang of fashion and going all the way to today's international tracks, it charts how hip-hop fashion
originally absorbed what was around it, and then finally became an inspiration to everyone else. The film picks up steam when it arrives in the early 1990s, an era of hip-hop's first real mainstream breakthrough, and a time when Marky Mark could reasonably be photographed in a Malcolm X T-shirt and a multicolored Cross Colors fisherman's hat. Cross
Colours was an idana: a black-owned brand from California that is designed with a hip-hop style in mind. Carl Jones, Cross Colors founder, talks about innovation pairing billowy silhouette with trim waist, which means that fans no longer have to wear trousers four sizes too big to achieve a baggy effect. Soon he had a $100 million business. Fresh Dressed
draws a pedigree that began with Cross Colours, whose executives and partners went to work in places like Karl Kani, Walker Wear, Enyce and Sean John, a clothing company founded by music mogul Sean Combs. Sean John had his successors, including Maxwell Osborne and Dao-Yi Chow, to label Public School, who were recently named creative
directors of DKNY. In 2004, Mr. Combs won the Council of Fashion Designers of America award for men's wear designer of the year, a watershed moment in hip-hop's acceptance of the fashion world, and far from the time Cross Colours and Karl Kani had to fight for floor space in department stores. Fresh Dressed mostly glosses over 2000, though, as hip-
hop fashion becomes less defined aesthetic and overlaps with the more traditional fashion world. By then, the aspirations of notoriety have accelerated, but individuality has also receded. Much of this film has been talked about through interviews: Mr. Kani is fascinating and also funny; Mr. Combs is confident; And Kanye West is tantalizingly hyper. (Being
fresh is more important than owning money!) The film is rounded up with great archival material, and especially in the first half of the film are hectah arias's excellent cartoons. There are short, necessary stops at the beginning of airbrush adjusters shirt kings; Dapper Dan, who took luxury brands and remade them (without their permission) as sportswear
kings in his Harlem studio; And Lo-Lifes, the New York gang who made polo a lifestyle. But so much has gone unsaid: All of them could be your own film. And there are omissions: The traditional West Coast style is hardly touched; the same in the south. There are no 8-ball jackets, no long ie, no Cam'ron talking about pink clothes. The film is most convincing
when it shows how, in the 1990s, the film was released. companies gathered their brands on the backs of hip-hop artists. Often these rappers were not officially paid supporters, even though they had more clout than any old-fashioned celebrity. In particular, though, no one in Polo or Tommy Hilfiger or Nike or Timberland will appear on the screen here to
provide context, or thanks. Many of the people surveyed found a way to showcase their identity and achieve success amid trying to economically influence hip-hop fashion and music. 1 nomination. See more awards » Edit Read more edit fresh dressed chronicles the history of Hip-Hop &lt;&gt; Urban fashion and its rise from southern cotton plantation gangs
in the 1970s to the South Bronx, corporate America, and everywhere in between. Supported by rich archival materials and in-depth interviews with individuals with important development of lifestyle-and outsiders who learned and admired them--Fresh Dressed goes to the core, where style was born on the black and brown side of the city. Plot summary | Lisa
Synopsis Documentary | History | Music | News Certificate: View all certificates » Parents Guide: Add content to counseling for parents » Edit Fashion Killa Written by ASAP Rocky, Hector Delgado, James Laurence, Dylan Reznick, The-Dream (as Terius Nash) &amp; Christopher Stewart Performers ASAP Rocky (as A$ AP Rocky) See more » User Reviews
Edit Release Date: 26 June 2015 (USA) See more » Also Known as: На стиле See more » Duration: 90 min See the full technical specs » Long before Jay Z was rapping about fashion designer Tom Ford Pharrell Williams was pitching for Chanel, or Kanye West was a front-row fixture at Givenchy, kids were adjusting jean jackets spray paint and
accessorizing shell-toed Adidas shoes with starchy sewn. Hip-hop fashion, born into a music scene, has evolved into a global business and pop culture phenomenon that has been explored by Fresh Dressed, the new film by Sacha Jenkins, which opens Friday.The film has hilarious, colorful scrapbook references from Little Richard to the Fresh Prince of Bel-
Air and interviews with rap artists, designers and executives including Williams, West, Sean Diddy Combs, Kid 'n' Play, Nas (one of the film's producers), Damon Dash, Jeff Tweedy , Riccardo Tisci and more. INDIE FOCUS: Sign up for our weekly movies newsletter World of Hip-Hop, fashion is the language, says Jenkins, 43. But I also wanted people to
understand the climate and the environment that created hip-hop. He traces hip-hop fashion roots in New York City in the 1970s, when against a backdrop of racial and economic tensions is no different from those who make headlines today, gangs customizing their jackets and jeans forged a prohibitive look. The Bronx was burned out, the education system
was messed up and you had all these gangs ratting, says Jenkins, a longtime chronicler of hip-hop who created his first zine (about graffiti art) when he was just a teenager and is currently creative director of Mass Magazine. It was an aggressive world and the clothes were very aggressive. By 1980, beef was put on the microphone through rap. Fresh
developed means dressing fresh from the box, brand new and completely wrinkled. Being fresh is more important than owning money, West says in the film. All I wanted when I was growing up, All I wanted was money so I could be fresh. It makes you wonder how important it is for other people in the city to understand that what you wear is brand new,
Jenkins says. The film highlights hip-hop fashion pioneer Dapper Dan, a Harlem haberdasher known for making crazy custom looks allover the logos of Gucci and Louis Vuitton. (Dapper Dan's was Tom Ford before Tom Ford, Nas says.) Shirt kings who airbrushed T-shirt designs with Mickey Mouse smoking crack, among other things, are featured. As rap
began to pass through pop culture, artists developed a more relatable style that was broadcast around the world in magazines and MTV. [Hip-hop artists] were dressing up for how kids on the street were dressing, not like Grandmaster Flash or Parliament-Funkadelic, Jenkins says. Run DMC's 'you guys' style looked comfortable and accessible. And when
hip-hop became available, fashion became available and spread like wildfire. Rappers gravitated toward old-school status labels like Vuitton, Gucci, Ralph Lauren and Tommy Hilfiger until African American entrepreneurs created their own lines in the late 1980s and early 1990s. They included Daymond John's FUBU in New York and Carl Jones' cross colors
and Carl Williams' Karl Kani, both in L.A. Music moguls Dash, Combs, Russell Simmons and Jay Z followed, and urban fashion emerged as a multimillion-dollar branding juggernaut. Baggy pants and bucket hats went mainstream when LL Cool J, Snoop Dogg, Tupac Shakur and Biggie Smalls wore them. Until now, no one made any clothes for this ledandu,
says Jenkins. Hip-hop fashion reverberated on the runway, too, influencing countless high-end designers, and spawning its own success. In 2004, Combs Sean John's line won the top menswear award from the Council of Fashion Designers of America. The public school, designed by Sean John alumni Dao-Yi Chow and Maxwell Osborne, won the same
award in 2013.And yet today's rappers seem more interested in promoting luxury brands than their home-grown labels. In 2013, ASAP Rocky rapped, Rick Owens, Raf Simons usually what I'm dressed for, and Jay Z is more associated with Tom Ford than the Rocawear label he created for Dash. Kanye, Jay Z, Pharrell, the worlds they travel to are far from
housing projects, says Jenkins. I wanted to make a movie that ... I got people to think about how many things have changed and how many things have remained the same. Why is it so important that city kids wear and own stuff brands they can't pronounce? Because they feel marginalized and there's little chance and they feel like somehow clothes can do
Laemmle NoHo's opens fresh dressed and is available at any time at freshdressedmovie.com. freshdressedmovie.com, can't you do that?
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